Acceptance Letter

Dear Mr./Mrs./Ms. ……………………………… [Candidate’s name and surname] - ……………………………… [Country of citizenship],

This is to inform you that, as a candidate for a fellowship under the agreement established by TWAS-UNESCO and TÜBİTAK, you have been accepted for a ……………………………… [Length of time in months] research in the Department of ……………………………… at the University of ……………………………… If subsequently selected for a TÜBİTAK-TWAS Fellowship, you can use the research infrastructures and facilities of our university and will be under the supervision of Professor ……………………………… [Name and surname of supervisor] to be contacted at ……………………………… [Email address] during your research period.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature with Seal]*

*THE HIGHEST AUTHORITY OF THE HOST INSTITUTION IN TURKEY WHERE THE CANDIDATE WILL CONDUCT FOR HIS/HER RESEARCH SHOULD SIGN THIS CERTIFICATE.

IMPORTANT NOTE: The starting date on the acceptance letter must be the year following the application e.g. If you apply for a fellowship in 2022 the acceptance letter should show the starting date as 2023.